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A CHARACTERIZATION OF PRIMAL NOETHERIAN RINGS
by
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Abstract. A Noetherian ring with identity is shown to be a
primal ring if and only if the prime ideals are totally order-
ed by inclusion.
In this paper we prove that a Noetherian ring with i-
dentity is a primal ring if and only if the prime ideals
are totally ordered by inclusion. This partially extends the
following theorem proved in [2].
THEOREM. If R is a aommutative ring with identity and
no zero divisor, then R is primal if and only if the set of
all prime ideals of R is simply ordered by inalusion.
Barnes [1] formulated a definition of a primal ideal
for non-commutative rings which reduces to the definition of
Fuchs [4] for commutative rings and to that of Curtis [3]
for Noetherian rings with identity.
Let R be a ring with identity, and A and B be proper




is a two-sided ideal in R, and A sA" B.
An ideal B is said to be (right) prime with respeetto
A if and only if A' B = A. The ring R itself is regarded as
a prime ideal.
Let {B. : ~ E J}, J a non empty index set, be the set
.(.
of all two-sided ideals not (right) prime with respect to A.
Then
L (B. : ~ e: J)
.(.
(1)
is a two-sided ideal of R.
An ideal A is called a right primal ideal, if whenever
B. (~E J) are any two-sided ideals which are not right
.(.
prime with respect to A, then L(B.: ~f!!:J) is not right prime
.(.
with respect to A, equivalently, if A is not right prime
with respect to A. "If all the proper two-sided ideals of R
are right primal ideals, then R is said to be a right primal
ring.
In the sequel, primal ideal (ring) and prime
epeet to A will be understood to mean right primal,
(ring) and right prime with respect to A.
with re-
ideal
LEMMA 1. If A is a primal ideal, then ~ is either equal
to R or a prime ideal.
Proof. Let BC 5: A. Since A" A :=>A (proper inclusion),
then A\(BC):=> A. Since A'-(BC) = (A'-C)'B, then if A\C=A,
it must be that A" B :=>A. Therefore B 5: A. On the other hand,
if A\. C =:> A, it follows that C 5: A.
An ideal A of R is called irreducible if A = R, or if
A is different from R and different from the intersection of
the ideals of R which are proper factors of A. We state an
elementary lemma without proof.
LEMMA 2. An irreducible ideal is a primal ideal.
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Now we state the main theorem.
THEOREM l.A ring R with identity, satisfying the ascend-
ing chain condition on two-sided ideals, is a primal rin& if
and only if the prime ideals of R are totally ordered by
set inclusion.
Proof. To prove the necessity of the condition, we
proceed by contradiction. Let P and Q be prime ideals in
the primal ring R, and suppose that P ~ Q and Q ~ P.
Now, if A = P n Q, then P cj. A and Q c£ A. Since P <;; A -, Q
and Q SA\. P, then A\. P " A and A'\. Q "f A. Hence neither P
nor Q is prime with respect to A, and, because R is a primal
ring, then P + Q is not prime with respect to A. Hence
A'\.(P+Q) :::> A. Therefore A'(P+Q) et P or A'\.(P+Q) ~ Q.
Without loss of generality, suppose that A\(P + Q) c£ P
Then we consider the fact that [A \.(P + Q)] (P + Q) <;; A <;; P.
Because P is a prime ideal, it follows that (P +Q) <;; P, so
that Qs P, contrary to the hypothesis. Whence this contra-
diction proves that the prime ideals of R are totally order-
ed by set inclusion.
For the converse, let A be a proper ideal of R. From
the ascending chain condition, for any x ~ A, there exists
a maximal ideal Ax such that x ~ Ax and A ~ Ax' Since every
proper factor of Ax includes x, then Ax is an irreducible
ideal, and by the Lemma 2 is a primal ideal.
Now, since A n (Ax: x e:: R-A), then from the ascending
chain condition of R, it suffices to consider only a finite
number of the Ax, say A = AX1 n ... n Axn. We assume that
there is no redundancy in this expression and that each
AXil (k = 1,.... ,n) in it cannot be exchanged into a larger
ideal.
Let AXk' k = 1, ... ,n, be defined as in (1). Then, from
the condition in the theorem and Lema 1 {AXk: k = 1,...,n}
must be ordered by inclusion. Suppose AX12 • "2 Axn. Now, if
A c A '\.B ., then
.(.
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(A" n ... n Ax )" B."1 n.(.
Ax -,B. n ..• n Ax. "B ..1.(. n.(.
Thus, there exists a k. (1 ~ k.~ n) such that Axk.c:: Axk." B-Lor
AX1~ Axk.2 B~. This shows that AS AX1' The reverse in-
clusion also holds since
This shows that Ax.1 S A. Whence A = AX1 and A is not prime
with respect to A because AX1 is primaL that is, A is pri-
mal ideal. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Let Rn denote the matrix ring of order n over R, and
An be a two-sided ideal of Rn•
The set A~j of the -Ljth elements of all the matrices
of A forms a two-sided ideal of R. For any -L (1 ~ -L" n) andn ., ..
j (1 ~ j ~ n), the ideal A~j is always identical, and A~j is
independent of -L (-L= 1, ..• ,n) and j (j = 1,.... ,n) •
If we denote A-Lj by A and arbitrarily take nxn elaoontsn
x-Lj (-L,j=1, •.. ,n) inA, then [x-Lj] is a matrix in An' and
An is a ring formed by all the nxn matrices over A. In this
way, we have established the one-to-one correspondence bet-
ween all the two-sided ideals of Rn and all of the two-sided
ideals of R. Then it is easy to show that [LCB-L: .i£: J)] n =
H[B.] :-L EJ) •.(. r.
THEOREM 2. A ring R with identity is a primal ring if
and only if the matrix ring Rn over R is primal.
Proof. Suppose R is a primal ring. Now, if A" B =:J A,
then A "B =:J A . In fact, x ¢ A and xB SA, so thatn n n
xl B c:: A and xl ¢ A , where I is the unit matrix.n n - n n n n
Conversely, suppose Rn is a primal ring. Now, if
A \ B =:J A , then there is a square matrix P = [x ..] ¢ Ann n n .(.j hsuch that PB SA. By the hypothesis there exists an .ijtn It
(.i,j ~ a) element x in P such that x .. A. Since An \ Bn is
an ideal, then P Ii: An \ Bn, so that xln c:: An \ Bn and xB S A,
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that is, x e:: A' B. Therefore, whenever A' A ::> A, we have
that An'\ An ::> An' This completes the proof of the theorem.
*
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